Tennis Match Results
Mercer vs Georgia Tech
Feb 24, 2024 at Atlanta, Ga
(Ken Byers Tennis Complex)

#33 Georgia Tech 7, Mercer 0

**Singles competition**
1. #22 Andres Martin (GT) def. Nemanja Stefanovic (MERCER) 6-0, 5-7, 10-7
2. Keshav Chopra (GT) def. Lucas Dini (MERCER) 6-2, 6-1
3. Richard Biagiotti (GT) def. Samuel MacLeod (MERCER) 6-3, 6-0
4. Krish Arora (GT) def. Marceau Fouilhoux (MERCER) 6-2, 6-2
5. Elias Shokry (GT) def. Samuel Barrow (MERCER) 6-4, 6-4
6. Robert Bauer (GT) def. Victor Putter (MERCER) 3-6, 6-0, 10-7

**Doubles competition**
1. #32 Keshav Chopra/Marcus McDaniel (GT) def. Andrew Branicki/Lucas Dini (MERCER) 6-4
2. Marceau Fouilhoux/Nemanja Stefanovic (MERCER) vs. Elias Shokry/Andres Martin (GT) no result
3. Richard Biagiotti/Krish Arora (GT) def. Samuel Barrow/Samuel MacLeod (MERCER) 6-1

Match Notes:
Mercer 1-9
Georgia Tech 9-2; National ranking #33
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (2,3,4,5,6,1)
T-2.24 A-85